Abstract. The auto-disturbances-rejection suspension algorithm based on magnetic flux feedback has been brought up in this paper. The magnetic flux signal is not given by sensors, but it comes from nonlinear ESO (Extended State Observer). The nonlinear ESO designed in this paper has good dynamic characters that are only determined by the poles' place of the compensated matrix. There is no relation between the dynamic characters and the format of nonlinear function. The experiment and simulation results denote that the new suspension control method designed in this has some advantages.
Introduction
The maglev traffic has more developments than traditional transport [1] , for example low noise, high velocity, and minor turning circle. The CMS04 maglev vehicle which the National University of Defense Technology (NUDT) developed has been running safely above 20 thousand. kilometers in the national mid-low speed maglev experiment field of the Tangshan city. The magnetic flux feedback control has more advantages, and the control parameters' ranges are wider and the control overshoot is less than other control methods. The magnetic flux feedback maglev control arithmetic has been applied successfully in the maglev vehicle of Britain airdrome line. ADR (Auto-Disturbances-Rejection) control [2] is a nonlinear robust control technology which has good control effect and good robustness. ESO [3] is a state observer that not only recurrences the variables of system but also estimates the indefinite factors. Maglev control system [5] will deviate from the equilibrium point because of variety of maglev vehicle load or decrease of suspension force in vertical guideway or in curved guideway. The problem of control system far away from equilibrium position can be solved by integration, but if variables of system deviate from the balance point so far as to the control properties of maglev system will loss. For getting the magnetic flux signal, we applies a traditional nonlinear method of ESO and work out the parameter setting problem [4] . Consider the polar face as the absolute reference plane in vertical direction. Define the downward direction is positive direction. Suppose the suspension electromagnets are rigid and the suspension track is rigid rail. The maglev control model has been founded based on magnetic flux feedback in literature [6] already. 
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The maglev open loop control system block diagram is given as follows.
Linearizing functions at the equilibrium point.
( )
Transform the above functions and get
Select the coordinates of system 1 x z = , 2 x z = , 3 x B = , and then get the state space equations. 
Where,
Further, we can obtain the equations after standardization. 
Design Nonlinear ESO to Get Maglev Flux Signal[9]
The exponent number is 3, namely 3 n = . Set 
In equation (7) 
In the dynamic process of ESO, the system of equation (8) is a nonlinear system. Set
Then the system of equation (8) can be linearized with the dynamic compensation of equation (9). The linear system can be given in equation (10).
( ) ( )
The coefficients 1 2 1 , , , n l l l + can be ascertained with the coefficients 1 2 1 , , , n k k k + fixed. The system (11) can be close to asymptotic stability by ( ) a t . The necessary condition of asymptotic stability is that the characteristic roots of compensation matrix A are located at left half plane. If the real part of poles tend to −∞ closely, system (11) will arrive asymptotic stability quickly with the bounded disturbance Suppose that series of parameters about s on both sides of equation (12) are equal respectively, then we can get values of 1 2 1 , , , n k k k + . Take the dynamic compensation (9) into equation (6), we can obtain the nonlinear ESO equations with dynamic compensation as follows.
When the exponent number of uncertain nonlinear system is determined, the compensation matrix A can be given. Series of parameters 1 2 1 , , , n k k k + can be written directly according to equation (12) with suitable poles. When the nonlinear function ( ) g z is determined, the equation (13) can be given.
The values of 1 2 1 , , , n l l l + of equation (4) will change with the dynamic process of maglev system. So, we call this new method as "parameter dynamic determination".
The nonlinear function ( ) g z can be selected with meeting the underlying conditions:
The nonlinear function ( ) g z must be continuous differentiability.
1) The nonlinear function ( ) g z must be continuous differentiability.
2) ( )
3)
Select the dynamic compensation value as follows.
( ) ( )
The parameters 1 2 1 , , , n k k k + can be determined with the method "parameter dynamic determination". Then we can get the nonlinear ESO to get magnetic flux signal in equation (15). 
Experiment verification
Series of suspension experiments have been completed on magnetic bearing simulation platform. The initial suspension position is 12mm, and the expected suspension position is 0 9 z mm = . Considering the adaptive condition denoted in this paper, we choose the nonlinear function in equation (19) .
